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RHIC PHYSICS�C. PajaresDepartamento de Físia de PartíulasUniversidad de Santiago de Compostela15706 Santiago de Compostela, Spain(Reeived April 12, 1999)A brief review of the hadroni phase transitions is presented by em-phasizing the physial ideas and the main signatures of the transition inrelation to the most signi�ant results of the SPS experiments and thedesription of the RHIC experiments.PACS numbers: 11.80.La, 12.38.Mh, 13.75.Cs1. IntrodutionThe new inoming experiments RHIC have originated great expetation,due to the opportunity of studying nulear matter under abnormal ondi-tions of very high density and temperature. The interest on the subjetomes from the seventies [1, 2℄. More reently the SPS data already antii-pated some results whih have not explanation under onventional Physis.Here, it is presented a brief overview for non experts on the �eld, wheredue to spae-time limitations some details are exluded. We will �rst have alook at the physial onepts whih led to the idea that matter at su�ientlyhigh density will undergo a transition to a state of deon�ned quarks andgluons, and then we will turn to the results of statistial QCD related tothe deon�ned and/or hiral symmetry restoration phase transition. Alsothe main signatures of olletive e�ets in high energy nuleus�nuleus olli-sions and the main unonventional results of SPS will be presented. Finally,we will show the four RHIC detetors and their goals in relation with theinvestigation of the olletive e�ets.� Presented at the XXVII International Meeting on Fundamental Physis, SierraNevada, Granada, Spain, February 1�5, 1999.(2263)



2264 C. Pajares2. The olour sreening in dense matter and the vauum QCDAn inrease of the energy density of a pion gas leads not only to theprodution of more pions, but also to abundant resonane prodution. Thepartition funtion of an ideal resonane gas islogZ = V T 3�2 Z dm�(m)e�mT ; (2.1)where �(m) is the resonane mass spetrum. In general, to determine �(m)we need to know the hadron dynamis. In the statistial bootstrap model [3℄,the resonanes are omposed of resonanes, giving rise to�(m) � maebm; (2.2)where b is �xed by the lowest hadron mass, m�, and thus, b ' 150 MeV. Thedual resonane model assumes the interation amplitude to be built up byresonanes in all hannels [4℄, leading also to the same form of equation (2.2).Now, b is determined by the slope �0 of the Regge-trajetories governing thespin degeneray of resonanes, and the resulting value is similar to thatobtained by the statistial bootstrap model. Let us mention that the dualresonane model has an underlying string struture whose tension is �xedby the slope �0. The same form (2) was had previously been obtained fromgeometrial arguments [5℄, b was �xed through the size of the basi hadrons,leading again to a value lose to 150 MeV.Inserting (2) into (1), the integral diverges for T > T � 1=b. Whatis the meaning of the temperature T? An ultimate temperature T wasproposed long time ago by Hagedorn [3℄. In order to reah T the parametera must be suh that the energy density "!1. Later, it was noted [6℄ thatfor slightly smaller a values, " remains �nite and only higher derivatives ofthe partition funtion diverge, suggesting a phase transition.These onsiderations lead to the question of what happens to olouron�nement in suh a transition.The mehanism responsible for olour deon�nement is harge sreeningin a dense medium. The Coulomb potential between two eletri hargeshanges in a dense ionized gas due to Debye sreeninge2r ! �e2r � e��Dr; (2.3)with a sreening radius rD = 1=�D. In a similar way, the olour potentialhanges due to olour harges sreening�r ! �1� e��r�r ��r; (2.4)



RHIC Physis 2265where 1=� is the olour sreening radius. With inreasing olour hargedensity, � inreases and the bound state is dissolved [7℄ as it is shown inFig. 1. V (r) on�ningbound state sreenedrFig. 1. E�et of sreening on a on�ning potentialThus, at low density we have a olour insulator: hadroni matter isjust olour neutral bound quark states. At high density we have a olourondutor whose onstituents are unbound oloured quarks and gluons.We should note that the situation is di�erent to the on�nement of mag-neti harges. That is, if one breaks a bar magnet in two, eah half beomesa omplete magnet with one positive and one negative poles, so to get amagneti monopole is not possible. In the usual desription, a magnetimonopole is onsidered either a �titious invisible objet or a real objetbut with a very heavy mass and therefore not yet seen. On the ontrary,the quarks are believed to be real objets of relatively low masses, and,furthermore their interation beomes very weak at high energies.The QED�QCD analogy an be as follows: The QCD vauum is onsid-ered as a ondensate of gluon pairs and quark�antiquarks pairs so that itis a perfet olour dia-eletri (olour dieletri onstant � = 0). This is inanalogy to eletron pairs of a superondutor in BCS theory, whih resultsin making the superondutor a perfet dia-magnet (magneti suseptibility� = 0). Changing from QED to QCD we replae the magneti �eld H bythe olour eletri �eld E, the superondutor by the QCD vauum and theQED vauum by the interior of the hadron (in the QED vauum � = 1,and inside the hadron � = 1). The roles of the inside and the outside areinterharged. Just as the magneti �eld is expelled outward from the semi-ondutor, the olour eletri �eld is pushed into the hadron by the QCDvauum, and that leads to olour on�nement [8℄. The situation an be seenin Fig. 2. The produt of the olour dieletri times the olour magnetisuseptibility of the QCD vauum is one, so sine the QCD vauum is aperfet olour dia-eletri, its olour magneti suseptibility is in�nite.
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�va = 1Superondutor = QCD Vauum =Perfet Diamagnet Perfet Color Dia-eletriFig. 2. Superondutivity in QED vs. quark on�nement in QCDComputing the partition funtion for a free gaslogZ(T; �; V ) = gV6�2T 1Z0 dKK4pK2 +m2" 1expfhpK2 +m2 � �i =Tg+ �+ 1expfhpK2 +m2 + �i =Tg+ �#; (2.5)where � = +1(�1) for fermions (bosons), � is the hemial potential andg the number of freedom degrees. Equation (5) leads for massless fermions(m = 0) and bosons (m = 0; � = 0), respetively to(T logZ)f = gtV12 � 730�2T 4 + �2T 2 + �42�2� ;(T logZ)b = gbV90 �2T 4 : (2.6)Adding the negative term due to the onstant vauum pressure B, thepartition funtion of a gas of quarks and gluons is given by(T logZ)QGP = NNfV6  7�2T 430 + �2QT 2 + �4Q2�2!+�245NgV T 4�BV; (2.7)where N, Nf and Ng are the olour, �avour and gluon numbers, and �Q =1=3�. In the same way we an write the partition funtion for a pion gas.



RHIC Physis 2267The phase equilibrium of the pion gas and the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP)is obtained by setting equal pressure for both phasesP = TV logZ: (2.8)For reasonable values of B, B 14 ' 0:150 GeV, and N = 3, Nf = 2.The phase diagram is like the one in Fig. 3. This phase diagram ould bemore ompliated due to the hiral symmetry restoration phase transition.Also, it has been pointed out that it should appear a triritial point joiningdi�erent phases [9℄.

Fig. 3. The phase diagram of strongly interating matter, showing the hadroniphase at low temperature and baryon density, the transition region (mixed phase)and the QGP phase. The full urves lines illustrate trajetories followed in su-pernovae explosions, Big Bang evolution, and possibly in heavy-ion reations atpresent and future aelerators.Coming bak to the diagram in Fig. 3, at high temperature and at verylow baryon number (B=) � 10�10 it is the osmi phase transition from theoriginal Quark Gluon Plasma to hadroni matter whih took plae when theuniverse was 10�4s�10�5s old. Also, the possible loations of the possibletransitions in heavy ion ollisions for the di�erent aelerators for normalnulear matter and for neutral stars are shown. Other possible stable objetslike stranglets [77℄ are not shown beause it would be neessary an additionalaxis for the strangeness degree of freedom.Long time ago, it was pointed out [10℄ the possibility of perolation of thehadroni partiles produed in a heavy ion ollision due to the overlappingof the sizes of suh partiles at high densities. The 3-D perolation threshold



2268 C. Pajaresdimensionless parameter, �C , it would be related to the density of partilesnC with radius r by the equation�C = 43�r3nC : (2.9)However, the universal value of �C = 0:34, for r = 0:8�1 fm gives rise toa very low ritial density, even below the density of normal nulear matter.This nonsense result an be overame by realizing [11℄ that the �rstobjets whih are formed in a heavy ion ollision are strings whih deay inpartiles later on. These strings are formed between partons of the projetileand the target, having a transversal size that orresponds to a radius r0 ' 0:2fm. For a given nuleus�nuleus ollision at �xed impat parameter, thestrings an be seen as irles of area �r20 inside the total available area (fora entral, b = 0, A�A ollision this area is �R2A). These irles overlapeah other forming lusters of strings. The perolation of strings takes plaewhen one path of overlapping irles through the available area appears, seeFig. 4. The dimensionless parameter threshold of this 2-D perolation isgiven by [11℄ �C = �r20nC ; (2.10)where nC is the density of strings whih depends on the pro�le funtionnulei, and the value of �C is in the range 1:12�1:5, orresponding to a valueof nC , nC ' 8:9�11:9 strings/fm2. At SPS energies even Pb�Pb ollisionsat b = 0 are below this threshold, while at RHIC energies will be above thethreshold.

Fig. 4. Perolation of strings in transverse plane



RHIC Physis 22693. Statistial QCDThe main results from the omputer simulation of lattie QCD for � = 0are summarized [12℄ in Fig. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5, the deon�nement measurehLi and the hiral ondensate h �		i=(4T )3 whih are, respetively, the orderparameters of the on�nement and of the hiral symmetry restoration phasetransitions, are plotted. The Polyakov loop, hLi, an be related to thepotential V (r) between a stati quark and antiquark in the limit of thein�nite separation hLi � limr!1 exp(�V (r)=T ): (3.1)For a on�ned state, V (r) diverges for r ! 1, so that hLi = 0. Ina deon�ned state, V (r) remains �nite as r ! 1, sine olour sreeninguts out the diverging behaviour and, hene, it on�nes the long distaneomponent of the potential. In Fig. 5, the abrupt hanges in hLi and h �		iare seen at the same ritial temperature T � 150 MeV, showing that for� = 0 the two ritial phenomena oinide.

Fig. 5.In Fig. 6, we see that at T � T the dimensionless energy density "=T 4inreases from a value near that of an ideal pion gas (� 1) to one similar tothat of an ideal QGP. The inrease in the energy density, �", is the latentheat of the phase transition. We also observe that the ideal gas relation" = 3P is not ful�lled in the region T � T � 2T. Therefore, in this regionthere are de�nite interations e�ets.Suh a value of T means that an energy density of around 1 GeV/fm3is needed to reah deon�nement. Is there a su�ient energy density ataelerator energy to reah this energy density? Aording to Bjorken [13℄,for A�A ollisions the two nulei an be seen as two Lorentz panakes with
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Fig. 6.the energy E 'phpTi2 +m2� dN�dy (3.2)onentrated in the volumeV = �R2L ; L = r0 ; (3.3)during the time of the ollision (r0 � 1�2 fm) (see Fig. 7).
Fig. 7.The ratio of (3.2) over (3.3) gives rise to the values of " for the energiesof the di�erent aelerators whih are plotted in Fig. 8. This evaluation of "is optimisti. Indeed, the A�A ollision an be onsidered as an inoherentsuperposition of many elementary ollisions, in suh a way that the energyis dissipated in a larger volume that (3.3), and therefore the energy densitywould be less than the obtained from (3.2) and (3.3).
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Fig. 8.4. SignaturesA remarkable wealth of ideas has been put forward to determine how theexperimental identi�ation of the QGP ould be aomplished. Most of theQGP signatures are not unambiguous and they an be explained by otherkind of onventional and/or unonventional Physis. Probably, a lear proofof the detetion of QGP should involve several ombined signatures. Here,we disuss brie�y some of the most relevant proposed signals.4.1. Strangeness enhanementThe most frequently proposed signature for the restoration of sponta-neously broken hiral symmetry in dense baryon rih hadroni matter arethe enhanements in strangeness, antibaryon and heavy �avour prodution.The basi argument is the lowering of the thresholds for the prodution ofheavy �avour hadrons and baryon�antibaryon pairs. An optimal signal isobtained by onsidering strange antibaryons whih ombine both e�ets [14℄.The experimental data from SPS have shown strongly enhaned yields of �,��, �� , and 
�, �
� hyperons [15℄. However, suh enhanements an beexplained at least partially by other phenomena like gluon juntion meha-nism [16℄, olour rope [17℄, or string fusion [18℄.Strangeness enhanement may also a�et the �-meson hannel [19℄. Thiswas indeed observed at SPS energies [20℄. Again, olor rope or string fusion[21℄ an explain at least partially this enhanement.



2272 C. Pajares4.2. Disoriented Chiral Condensates (DCC)A diret signal for the restoration of hiral symmetry ould ome fromDCC domains [22�24℄. These orrespond to isospin singlet, oherent exita-tions of the pion �eld, and would deay into neutral and harged pions withthe probability distributionP�N�0N� � � 12s N�N�0 : (4.1)Although the average ratio is hN�0=N�i = 1=3, as required by isospinsymmetry, �nal states with a large surplus of harged pions over neutralpions, as than observed in Centauro [25℄ events, would our with signi�antprobability. 4.3. Quarkonium suppressionThe suppression of J= and  0 are based on the insight that a boundstate � pair an not exist when the Debye olour sreening length is lessthan the bound state radius [26℄. Thus, a � pair formed by fusion of twogluons from the olliding nulei an not bind inside the QGP. To get bound,the � pair has to esape of this region before the � pair has been spatiallyseparated by more than the size of the bound state. Therefore, if QGP isformed J= and  0 suppression is expeted.In the early 87, the NA38 ollaboration [27℄ reported a J= suppressionin O�U and S�U ollisions, but these data an be explained by absorptionof the J= , using a rather large �J= �-N ross setion of 6�7 mb [28, 29℄.The �J= � means a preasympoti state, not neessarily the � bound state.In 1996, the NA50 ollaboration reported [30℄ an abnormal J= sup-pression in Pb�Pb ollisions, muh stronger than the one expeted due toabsorption in very entral ollisions. Whether or not this e�et an be to-tally explained by interation with omovers [31,32℄, even in the ase of veryentral ollisions is an extensively disussed question.4.4. Lepton pairsAlthough they do not onstitute proofs of the QGP lepton pairs fromhadroni soures in the invariant mass range between 0:5 and 1 GeV ouldbe valuable signals of the dense hadroni matter formed in nulear ollisions.The suggestion [33℄ that the disappearane of the �-meson peak in the leptonpair mass spetrum would signal a deon�ning transition has reently beenrevived [34℄. The widths and positions of the �, ! and � peaks are also sensi-tive to indued hanges in the hadroni mass spetrum [35,36℄, espeially topreursor phenomena assoiated with hiral symmetry restoration. A hange



RHIC Physis 2273in the K-meson mass also would a�et the width of the �-meson [37℄. Someof these e�ets an be the responsible [38℄ for the exess of dieletrons seenby CERES ollaboration in S�Au and Pb�Au ollisions [39℄.4.5. Diret high pT photonsA hadron gas and a QGP near the ritial temperature, T, emits photonspetra of roughly equal intensity and similar spetral shape [40℄. However,a lear signal of photons from the QGP would be visible for pT in the rangeof 2�5 GeV/ if a very hot QGP is formed [41℄.4.6. Behaviour of average pT on multipliityIn priniple, one an invert the energy-temperature diagram of Fig. 6to plot hpTi as a funtion of dN=dy, by assuming that hpTi measures thetemperature and the multipliity distribution on rapidity is proportional tothe energy density. When a rapid hange in the e�etive number of degreesof freedom ours one expets that after a �rst rise of hpTi, saturation arisesdue to the mixed phase [42, 43℄. Finally, a seond rise is expeted. Thisbehaviour, however, is not easy to disentangle from those given by anotherphenomena, like the normal QCD rise of hpTi with the energy, or the risedue to another e�ets like string fusion or perolation.4.7. Transverse �owIn the presene of olletive oherent e�ets there will be a olletivetransverse expansion and �ow at midrapidity in relativisti heavy ion olli-sions [44℄. Flow of baryons and mesons has been experimentally observedat AGS [45℄ and SPS in Pb�Pb ollisions [46�48℄. However, the observedtransverse momentum of the di�erent hadrons, and in partiular the inreaseof the average hpTi with hadron mass, an be due to the seondary mesonbaryon ollisions [48℄. Reently [49℄, it has been shown that the magnitudeof the ellipti �ow is a good signal of a �rst order QGP phase transition.4.8. Soft photonsIt was proposed [50, 51℄ that parts of the QCD shower extend very farinto the infrared domain and produe globs of ultrasoft partons. The matterin suh an ultrasoft glob an be desribed as a old QGP of sizeable partonnumber density, but very low energy per parton. This QGP would extendover rather large spatial volume with RT � 4�6 fm. Bremsstrahlung emittedin ollisions of partons in suh QGP would dominate over the one from theinitial and �nal state hadrons. The dependene of the rate of soft photons



2274 C. Pajareson the multipliity ould distinguish the olletive behaviour from moreonventional explanations [52, 53℄.4.9. IntermittenyAs the resolution of any variable of the phase spae of multipartile pro-dution dereases, the normalized momenta of the multipliity distributionan diverge hn(n� 1) : : : n� (q + 1)ihniq ' (Æy)�fq ; fq > 0: (4.2)The intermittent behaviour expressed by equation (4.4) an be originatedby very di�erent phenomena [54℄. In partiular, a phase transition likeQGP produes intermittent behaviour with a determined dependene of theritial exponent, fq, on q [55℄. Also the type of the phase transition givesrise to di�erent absolute values [56℄. The dependene of fq on the multipliityan also help in the searh of the QGP [55℄.4.10. Cumulative e�etIn some olletive e�ets, like string fusion [57℄ or perolation of strings[11℄, lusters of strings are formed in suh a way that the energy-momentumof the luster is the sum of the energy-momentum of the original strings. Thefragmentation of suh lusters an produe partiles outside the nuleon�nuleon kinematial limits beause of their energy-momentum larger thanthe energy-momentum of a nuleon�nuleon ollision. Experimentally, some�p outside these limits were reported at Quark Matter 96 Conferene in Hei-delberg by the NA52 ollaboration [58℄, but these data have not been on-�rmed [59℄. 4.11. Event by event �utuationsEvent by event studies an provide valuable dynamial information,in partiular, departures from the superposition of independent nuleon�nuleon ollisions an be deteted by looking at the �utuations on the av-erage transverse momentum [60℄, strangeness [61℄ and partile number [62℄.In this way olletive e�ets ould also be identi�ed.4.12. Long range orrelations and forward bakward orrelationsSome olletive e�ets like perolation of strings originate a typial be-haviour of the long range orrelations in rapidity [11,63℄. Close to the ritialpoint these orrelations inrease fast, dereasing again one the ritial point



RHIC Physis 2275is over. This behaviour an be deteted by looking at the average multipli-ity of partiles produed in a bakward rapidity interval, hnBi, as a funtionof the partiles produed in a forward rapidity interval, nF .hnBi = a+ bnF ; (4.3)b � hnBnF i � hnBihnF ihn2F i � hnF i2 : (4.4)The parameter b measures the long range orrelations. The short rangeorrelations are eliminated hoosing the bakward and forward intervals sep-arated by 1.5�2 units of rapidity.4.13. Enhanement of � produtionThe partial restoration of the axial U(1) symmetry of QCD and therelated derease of the � mass in regions of hot and dense matter shouldmanifest itself in the inreased prodution of � mesons [64, 65℄. Also theinrease of the yield of � mesons an reate a hole in the low pT region of thee�etive interept parameter of the two-pion Bose�Einstein interferene [66℄.4.14. Jet quenhingIt has been predited [67℄ that lose to the ritial temperature the sup-pression of high pT jets (jet quenhing) due to the energy loss of partonswill be redued. Several studies show that jet p? broadening and induedenergy loss may be signi�antly enhaned in hot matter as ompared to oldmatter [68, 69℄. 4.15. Bose�Einstein interfereneThe existene of dense droplets of QGP inreases the probability of twohadrons being emitted very lose to eah other in oordinate spae [70℄. Ifthe two hadrons are idential, Bose�Einstein interferene will be magni�edby the existene of droplets.4.16. Cosmi-ray shower developmentThe most relevant parameter in the air shower development is the depthof maximum, Xmax. At the same ollision energy, heavier elements developfaster in the atmosphere and produe shorter Xmax. In several osmi rayexperiments a rapid hange on the slope of the Xmax versus energy hasbeen observed in the energy region 1017�1018 eV. This hange is usually in-terpreted as a hange on the osmi ray omposition, from heavy to light



2276 C. Pajareselements. An alternative and natural explanation is the hange on the dy-namis of multipartile prodution. In fat, olletive e�ets like olourrope, string fusion [71℄, or perolation of strings [72℄ produe a redutionof the multipliity in nuleus�air ollisions, and, therefore, an inrease ofXmax. Preisely for entral ollisions of the heavy osmi ray omponent,like Fe against Air, the threshold of perolation is reahed around the aboveenergies.As we mentioned above, already SPS data have shown some signals whihhave not a lear onventional explanation, namely: The J= suppression,the dilepton spetrum and the �, ��, �, ��, 
�, �
� enhanements. Thismakes more exiting the searh for olletive e�ets in RHIC and LHC.5. RHIC detetorsIn RHIC there are two large experiments: STAR and PHENIX. Eahexperiment is partiipated by more than 40 institutions and near 400 people.Pitures of both detetors are shown in Fig. 9.The philosophy of STAR [73℄ is to try to over as large solid angle aspossible. A lear advantage of this approah is that pT distributions ofpartiles, as well as two partiles orrelations, an be measured for oneevent. In this way, an event by event analysis beomes possible. A seondadvantage of this experiment is that a detailed reonstrution of eah trak isalso possible, so that it will provide an useful tool for measuring V -partilessuh as �. Even though the apaity of partile identi�ation is very limited,STAR will be a powerful tool to look at jets with pT � 10, 20 GeV/, event byevent �utuations, F�B orrelations and partile spetra for a large varietyof partiles, inluding strange baryons.PHENIX [74℄ sets a strong emphasis on partile identi�ation by overinga limited solid angle. Two arm spetrometers are prepared with trakingdevies, RICH, TOF and EM alorimeters, to measure eletrons, photonsand identi�ed hadrons. An event multipliity will be measured by Si-stridand pad hambers over a rapidity region �2:7 < y < 2:7. PHENIX willstudy the yields of J= ,  0,  via leptoni hannels, the � and ! mesons viadieletron with mass resolution < 4 MeV, and via KK with mass resolution< 1 MeV. Also, it will study the photon radiation and the dependene ofthe average pT of di�erent hadrons on the multipliity.In addition to these large experiments there are two other interestingdetetors: PHOBOS and BRAHMS.PHOBOS [75℄ will be able to detet harged partiles and photons inthe range �5:74 < � < 5:74 and 0 � � � 2�, and momentum of hargedpartiles in the range 0 � � � 1:75. A spetrometer is used to identifypartile speies by measuring their energy loss. PHOBOS detet very low
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Fig. 9. Two large experiments, STAR (upper �gure) and PHENIX (lower �gure).pT, 20 MeV/ for �, 50 for K and 70 for p and �p. In this way, it willbe very useful to searh for �0=�+ + �� event by event, B�E interferene,orrelations, � mass and width and so on.



2278 C. PajaresBRAHMS [76℄ ontains one forward and one mid-rapidity spetrometers.The �rst one has four magnets for sweeping and analyzing primary partilesemerging from the reation. Two arm traking elements (small time pro-jetion hamber), one Cherenkov tank, omplementary drift hambers fortraking determination, TOF and one RICH. The mid-rapidity spetrome-ter is designed to ontrol the entrality of the ollision, by measuring themultipliity at entral rapidity simultaneously to the forward partile pro-dution. It will be able to measure inlusive and semiinlusive ��,K�, p and�p spetra at the fragmentation region. In this sense, the data from this de-tetor an be very interesting, sine the reahed energies at RHIC and LHCare of the order of 1015�1018 eV, overlapping with osmi-ray information(remember that osmi-ray shower are produed only in the fragmentationregion). 6. ConlusionsThe projeted experiments in heavy-ion ollisions will test the matterunder abnormal onditions of pressure and temperature, whih never havebeen explored before. Already, the SPS experiments are telling us that newphysial unonventional phenomena ould be at work. Sure enough, theRHIC and LHC experiments will provide us with surprises and a deeperknowledge of QCD.This work was supported by CICYT of SPAIN under projet AEN96-1673. I thank Prof. F. del Aguila and Prof. F. Cornet for organizing suh anie meeting, and Dr. C. Merino for a ritial reading of the manusript.REFERENCES[1℄ T.D. Lee, G.C. Wik, Phys. Rev. D9, 2291 (1974).[2℄ J.C. Collins, M.J. Perry, Phys. Rev. Lett. 34, 1353 (1975).[3℄ R. Hagedorn, Nuovo Cim. Suppl. 3, 147 (1965).[4℄ G. Veneziano, Nuovo Cim. 57A, 190 (1968); S. Fubini, G. Veneziano, NuovoCim. A64, 811 (1969); K. Bardaki, S. Mandelstam, Phys. Rev. 1640 (1969).[5℄ I. Pomeranhuk, Doklad. Akad. Nauk. SSSR 78, 889 (1951).[6℄ N. Cabbibo, G. Parisi, Phys. Lett. B59, 67 (1975).[7℄ H. Satz, Pro. XXIV Int. Symposium on Multipartile Dynamis, eds. A. Gio-vannini et al., World Sienti� 1994.[8℄ T.D. Lee at Quark Matter 95 Monterey, Nul. Phys. A590, 11 (1995).[9℄ R. Pisarski, F. Wilzek, Phys. Rev. D29, 338 (1984); M. Alford, K. Rajagopal,F. Wilzek, Nul. Phys. B537, 443 (1999).
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